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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last 30 years, the functional equation approach has played a 
dominant role in solving optimization problems through dynamic 
programming (DP) (e.g., see [l, 3-7,221). On the other hand, the 
functional equation approach of DP (e.g., see [3, 6, 301) has also been a 
handy tool in establishing inequalities, as the establishment of the 
arithmetic-geometric (AG) inequality initiated by Beckenbach and 
Bellman [2, p. 61 revealed. In a sequence of articles appearing in the recent 
decade, Iwamoto [lO-161 and’ Wang [23-281 have independently 
established many inequalities including such classical inequalities as the 
AG inequality, the Holder inequality, the Minkowski inequality, and 
others by this approach. Their work revealed the novelty and versatility of 
this approach. Furthermore, in the development of the theory of 
inequalities, the Holder inequality and its generalizations have attracted 
considerable attention of many investigators (e.g., see [2, 9,20,23]). 
Very recently, by means of a mathematical programming approach, for 
a, >a22 ... >a,>O, b,ab,k ... ab,>O, m fixed, mdn and p>l, 
Mudholkar et al. [21] established a generalized Holder inequality 
i a,b,$[ t a~]“p[~lf,~‘b~+(k+~~(~)q]l’q, (1) 
j=l j= I 
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HOLDER INEQUALITY 9 
where q=p/(p- l), bCi3=C;=i b,, and k is the integer, 0 <k < m such that 
b,-,<b,,-,,/(k+ l)<b,,-k-,. 
Later, Freimer and Mudholkar [8] established another generalized Holder 
inequality which is nearly identical to (1). In short, in [21, 81, relined 
mathematical programming problems were set up and solved by means of 
Lagrange multipliers (with or without introducing the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions) in order to establish the inequality (1) and the other given in 
[S], respectively (see also [ 191 for a detailed account). 
Iwamoto et al. [ 191 established the generalized Holder inequality (1) by 
employing a majorization theorem (e.g., see [9]) in conjunction with the 
usual Holder inequality (e.g., see [2, 9, 201). In this paper, we will further 
extend the generalized Holder inequality (1) to include a lower bound for 
the ordered constants (or constraints) by way of solving various DP 
problems (and their inverse ones) without appealing to majorization 
theorem of any kind. These will illustrate further (and maybe more deeply) 
the novelty and versatility of the DP approach (e.g., see [3, 63). 
To this end, in Section 2,. we shall introduce six main DP problems and 
their recursive equations. In Section 3, we shall find optimal solutions of 
the problems. In the following sections we shall successively present inverse 
problems, an inverse relation between main and inverse problems, a 
parametric extension of the Holder inequality (l), and some remarks. 
2. MAIN PROBLEMS 
Here and in what follows, we use n>m>fal, b,a ... 2612 ... 3 
b,> . . . 2 b, 2 0, p > 1, q = p/(p - 1) and the notations and symbols 
a(t)= 2 ajbj, 
j= 1 
J=l 
m-t 
s(t)= c 6,“. 
j=l 
We now consider three maximum problems: 
F,(d) = Max a(m) 
subject to 
A(m) = 1 
(2) 
(3) 
10 
and 
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al Z U2 3 . . . 3 a, 2 d, (4) 
G,(d) = Max a(n) (5) 
subject to (3) and 
and 
H,(d) = Max a( I) (7) 
subject to (3) and (4), where 0 6 d < (l/m)‘/“. 
Using the Principle of Optimality [3 J, we obtain the three 
corresponding recursive equations: 
F,(d) = Max d< a,< (I/m)‘;P (1-alY”F;,-, 
06d< 1 
0 
VP 
, m = 2, 3, . . . 
m 
\ F,(d)=b,, O<d<l; (8) 
G,d) = Max 
d$o,<(l/mpP 
PK- h,) + dJ, 
UP 
, n=m+l,m+2,... 
G,(d) = F,,,(d), (9) 
and 
H,(d) = F,(d), 0 q d < f ‘I’. 
0 
(10) 
These three recursive equations (8), (9), and (10) contain only a lower 
bound parameter d. Instead of solving them directly, we proceed to embed 
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problems (2), (5), and (7) into a larger class of problems of two parameters 
by introducing a positive state parameter c as 
fm(c, d) = Max a(m) (11) 
subject to 
A(m) = c (12) 
and (4); 
g,(c, d) = Max a(n) 
subject to (12) and (6); and 
h,(c, d) = Max a(l) 
(13) 
(14) 
subject to (12) and (4), where 0 6 d< (+I)“~. 
Again using the Principle of Optimality, it is readily shown that the 
maximum value functions J; g, and h satisfy respectively the recursive 
equations 
I 
.ac, d)=dsa,tai(!m),,p CL-l(c-~~~ %?)+%?bml 
06d6 c 
0 
UP 
, m = 2, 3, . . . 
m 
g,(c, 4 = d<a~y$m),,o CL I(CY 4) + 4lbnl 
O<d< 5 
0 
IlP 
,n=m+l,m+2,... 
m 
\ g,(c, 4 =f,Jc, 4, 0 6 d< (c/m)liP; (16) 
and 
L(c, 4 = Max h,-I(~--;, a,) O<o,<(c/m)‘~P 
UP 
,m=I-t1,1+2,... 
0 
IlP 
MC, 4 =f,(c, 4, O<d< ; (17) 
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By comparing the maximum value functions (15), (16), and (17) with 
(8), (9), and (lo), respectively, their reversible homogeneity relations 
provide an almost self evident result. 
LEMMA 1. With the notations given above, we have 
(ii) g,(c, d) = c”“f, (L$)=c”~~($). 
(iii) h,(c, d) = c’IPh,,, (L$)=c~‘~K($)~ 
3. OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS 
Since Lemma 1 has characterized the equivalence of the maximum value 
functionsf, g, h and their corresponding functions F, G, H, we present here 
in full detail only the maximum value functions and their optimal policies 
for the recursive equations (15), (16), and (17). In fact, it appears that two- 
parameter problems are somewhat easier to be solved than these one- 
parameter ones. 
3.1. Solutions of Eq. (15) 
Let a: = a$(c, d) be the value of a, at which the maximum value 
function f, of (15) is attained. The function a: is called the mth optimal 
decision function while the sequence (a?, a:, . . . . a$} is called an optimal 
policy of the DP problem (15). With f, and a: given above, it is routine to 
compute fi and f2 (e.g., see [15, 241) as 
fi(c, d) = c”pb, at a:(c, d) = c”~, 0 < d< c”P; 
y 114 
fz(c> d) = { ;;(bjpnfihn2;, + db2 
at 
a:(c, d) = 
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Proceeding inductively, we obtain 
at 
O<d<d;“(c) 
d~_,(c)~d~d~(c),2~igm, 
where b(r, t)=b,+b,+I+ ... +d, and 
(19) 
(with convention: C’: = 0). 
For finding f,,, + , and a: + , , we shall use 
fm-1(~4= Max d<a,+,<(c/m+l)‘~~ Cf,(c-a~+1,a,+,)+a,+,b,+,l (20) 
in conjunction with (18). 
Fixing c and d with 0 d d < (c/(m + l))““, setting a, + 1 = a, and differen- 
tiating the terms in [ ] with respect to a, we obtain for every 
a, 0 <a B (c/(m + l))“‘“, 
a[ I 
-= -iup~‘(c-iup)-l’ys(i- l)“q+b(m-i+2, m+ l), au 
1 <<<mm, 
where i=l if OGu<d~+‘(c) and i satisfies dy+l(c)$a<dy;Il(c) 
otherwise. It follows that 
a[ I -ZOiffuP,< c(b(m-i)/2,m+ 1) 
y 
au i > 
s(i- 1) 
+i 
( 
b(m-1+2,m+l) 4 
i J2 
1 <iim. (21) 
It then becomes apparent that 
aw-O -/ au for O<abd;“+‘(e) 
and 
ahl IlP 
aa‘ 
if dy+‘(c)GaQ 
(22) 
(23) 
409’135’1-2 
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we obtain from (20)-(23). 
at 
a;+,(C,d)= :+l@)j 
i 
OQd<dy+‘(c) 
3 dT+~l(C)Gd<d~+l(C), 2<i<m+ 1, 
where b(s, t) and d:(c) are given in (19). 
It should be noted that the sole purpose of deriving f,, r from f, is to 
demonstrate the overall induction process for the function f in a general 
setting. 
3.2. Solutions of Eq. (16) 
We now extend Lemma 2.1 of Mudholkar et al. [21, p. 4261 into two 
lemmas by which we find the maximum value function g, of (16) at the 
corresponding optimal decision function a,*, n = m + 1, m + 2, . . . as follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let 6, > . . . > 6, . . . 2 6, > 0 be an ordered nonnegative 
sequence and m be a positive integer with 1 <m <n. Then there exists an 
integer k, 0 6 k < m (choose 6, > (b( 1, n )/m) for convenience) such that 
(24) 
Moreover, for that k, we have 
b _ cb<m-j,n) 
m k’ 
j ’ 
l<j<k 
and 
b _ cb(m-j+Ln)cb 
m k\ 
j ’ -‘+ 
Proof: Let 
k+2<jcm. (26) 
(25) 
/I,=rb,-,-b(m-r+l,n) 
be defined for r = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1. Then 
Br-Dr~l=r(b,-.-b,-,+l)~O for r = 1, . . . . m - 1 
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and PO= -b(m+ 1, n)<O ensure the existence a k such that j3k+laO>/3k 
which is equivalent to (24). With this k and the nonincreasing property of 
the b’s (25) and (26) follow immediately. 
LEMMA 3. Assume as above. Then for each i, 0 6 i < n - m, there exists 
an integer k;, 0 < ki < m, such that 
b _ cb<m-ki,m+i)cb 
m kg-. ki+l m-k,- 1. 
(27) 
Moreover, the sequence {k, }; - * is nondecreasing: 
O=k0Qk,<k26 ,.. <k,< ... <k,-,<m. 
ProoJ For each i, 0 d i6 n - m, (27) follows from Lemma 2. (In fact 
k n--m = k as above.) Without loss of generality, we may now assume b, > 0. 
It s&ices to prove only k, Q k,. Assume, on the contrary, that k, > k,. 
Then, from (27) 
b(m-k,,m+l)>(k,+l)b,-,, 
and 
(kZ+ l)bm-kz-, >b(m-k,,m+2) 
which are equivalent to 
b(m-kl,m+2)~(kl+1)b,-,,+b,+, (28) 
and 
(k,+1)b,_k2--1+b(m-k,,m-k,-1)>b(m-k,,m+2), (29) 
respectively. In turn, (28) and (29) yield 
(k,+l)b,_k,~,+b(m-k,,m-k,-l)~(k,+l)b,_k,+b,+,. (30) 
If k, = k, - 1, (30) gives 0 > b,+z, which contradicts b,+* > b, > 0. If 
k,< k, - 1, we rewrite (30) as 
(k,+l)bm--k~--l+b(m-k,-1,m-k,-1)~(k,+l)b,~k,+b,+, (31) 
and obtain from the nonincreasingness of b’s 
(k,+l)b,-kz-l+b(m-k,-l,m-k,-l)~k,b,-k,~,. (32) 
Again, (31) and (32) in turn yield 0 2 bm+2. This contradiction concludes 
the proof. 
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Now in order to find g,, I at a:+ 1, we use 
gm+l(c, 4= Max d<rr,+,<(c/mPp Cfm(C,a,+,)+a,+,b,+,l (33) 
by setting n = m + 1 and g,(c, d) =fm(c, d) in (16). 
Fixing c and d with 0 < d d (c/m)““, setting a, + , = a and differentiating 
the terms in [ ] with respect to a, we obtain 
a[:L, . aa It+11 -iuP~1(c-iuP)-‘~4s(i)‘~Yfb(m-i+ l,m+ 1) (34) 
on 
0 <a < d:(c); 
It foilows that 
a[1>O aa’ 
d~(c)<u<d~+,(c), 1 fi<m- 1. 
always on 0 <a < d;“(c) 
and 
-20 x 1 iff up< c(b(m-i+ 1, m+ 1)/i)” 
au s(i) + i(b(m - i+ 1, m + 1 )/i)” 
0 
l/P 
on d;“(c)<u< 2 . (35) m 
Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we obtain an integer k, , 0 f k, < m which satisfies 
1 
b ib(m-k,,m+l)ib m-k, 1 (k,+l) ’ m-k’-’ 
and (26) (27) for k=k,, n=m+ 1. 
Setting B1 = b(m - kI, m + l)/(k, + 1) and d;,(c) = (cBy/[s(kk + 1 
(k, + l)B’lJ)l’p, we obtain from (33), (34), and (35) 
/ 
c’“(s(k, + 1) + (k, + l)E?)“” 
(c-(k,+l)dP)“Ps(kI+l)~~q+db(m-k,,m+l) 
(c-(k,-t2)dP)~‘ps(k,+2)1~4+db(m-k,-1,m+ 
g,+,(c, 4= i 
I: 
(c-idP)“Ps(i)“Y+db(m-i+ l,m+ 1) 
\ (c-(m-l)dp)“pb,+db(2,m+1) (36) 
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d 4’, + AC) G d6 dF, + kc) 
a:+ ,(c, 4 = /( i 
d 
1; 
d?(c) < d< dy+ 1(c) 
\ d d:-,(c)bddd;(c). 
For finding g, + z at a: + 2, we use 
g, + AC, 4 = Max Cgm+l(G %l+,)+%+*~,+,l. (37) 
d<o,,,+2<(c/m)‘~P 
Differentiating [ ] in (37) as above, we obtain 
’ b m+29 0 da < d;,(a) 
-(k,+l)a “- ‘(c- (k, + 1) Ufycs(kl + 1p 
+b(m-k,,m+2), d;,(c) G a G dr, +2(c) 
-(kl+2)a “~‘(~-(k,+2)aP)-%(k~+2)~“’ 
+b(m-k,-l,m+2), 
Xl . 
d~+,(cKadd~+,(c) 
-= . 
f3a (. 
-iaP-‘(c-iaP)-“qs(i)l’q+b(m-i+ l,m+2), 
4(c) < a < 4+1(c) 
-(m-1)a P~1(c-(m-l)aP)-1~qb,+b<2,m+2), 
8 1 
O dl d2 .” dk+l dg dk+2 dk+3 “’ d m-2 
d d - a,d 
m-l m 
FIG. 1. Indicates the behavior of functions [ ] =f,,,(c-a”, a) +ab,+, and g,+,(c, d) 
(which are treated as functions of (I and d, respectively). In the figure, B= B,, /C = k,, 
d, = d;(c), dB = d’;;,(c), etc. 
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It follows that 
i always 
c(b(m-k,, m+2)/(k,+ l))q 
iffaP’s(k,+1)+(k,+l)(b(m-k,,m+2)/(k,+1))4’ 
iffaP< c(b(m - k, - 1, m + 2)/(k, + 2))q 
Al- 1 
s(k, + 2) + (k, + 2)(b(m -k, - 1, m + 2)/(k, + 2))4’ 
I iffaP< c(b < 2, m + 2)/(m - l))q b,+(m-l)(b(2,m+2)/(m-1))q’ 
Using Lemma 3, we obtain an integer k2 which satisfies 
b _ cb(m-k~ym+2)cb 
m kl“ (k2+1) . m-kz-1 
and 
The inequalities (40) and (41) in turn imply 
B, 6 Bz, 
where B, = b( m - kz, m + 2)/(k, + 1). Furthermore (42) yields 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
where @&(c) = (cBj/(s(k, + 1) + (k2 + 1) Bq))“J’. Consequently, we obtain 
from (37), (38), and (39) 
@‘(s(k, + 1) + (k, + 1)Bj)“” 
(c-(kz+l)dP)1~ps(k2+l)1~q+db(m-k,,m+2) 
(c - (k2 + 2)dp)‘jp s(kZ + 2)llq + db(m - k2 - 1, m + 2) 
\ * (c-(m-l)dP)1~Pbl+db(2,m+2) 
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4&(c) O<d<d;Jc) 
d d;2(c)Gd<d~+,(c) 
d d~+,kKd<d~+&) 
4i+z(c, 4 = i 
d d:(c) <d< dy+ ,(c) 
h d:-,(c)<d<d;(c). 
Continuing in this manner, we obtain 
gn(c, 4 = 
c”p(s(k+ l)+(k+ 1)Bq)‘19 
(c-(k+l)dP)1’ps(k+l)1’9+db(m-k,n) 
(c - (k + 2)dP)1’P s(k + 2)‘jq + db(m -k - 1, n) 
. 
, (c-idP)“Ps(i)l’9+db(m-i-l,n) 
(43) 
/ 
d;(c) O<d<d;(c) 
d d;(c) < d < dr+ 2(c) 
d di’+,(c)~dddF+,(c) 
a,*(c,d)= { I 
d d:(c) <d< dy+ ,(c) 
\h d:_,(c)<d<d;(c), 
where k = k,-,, B=B,-,=b(m-k,n)/(k+l) and 
cBq 
> 
l/P 
d;(c) = 
s(k+l)+(k+l)Bq ’ (4) 
3.3. Solutions of Eq. (17) 
In view of the solutions (18) of Eq. (15) we obtain the optimal solution h 
directly transforming from f as 
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MC, 4 = f/l& 4 
h,+l(c, 4=f,(c-dP,4 
h,+Ac, 4 =h(c-2dP, 4 
for l<m, 
at a:+ ,(c, d) = d, 
at a;L,,(c, d)=d, (45) 
h,(c, d) =f,(c - (m - l)dP, d) at a:(~, d) = d. 
4. INVERSE PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS 
In general, an inverse problem is defined to be a problem created by 
exchanging the objective function of the given (main) problem with one of 
its constraint functions, replacing the optimizer Max with min (or vice 
versa) and if necessary transforming some other related factors (e.g., see 
Iwamoto [10-161). In a dual manner, we now present six inverse problems 
of the problems given in Section 2 and their optimal solutions. 
With the notation given above and 
B’(t) =- c:f, bj’ 
we first consider three one-parameter minimum problems: 
U,(d) = min A(m) 
subject to 
o(m) = 1 
and (4), where 0 <d< B’(m); 
V,(d) = min A(m) (47) 
subject to 
a(n) = 1 
and (6), where O<d<B’(n); and 
W,(d) = min A(m) 
subject to 
(46) 
(48) 
a(f) = 1 
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and (4), where 0 < d < B’(I). Using the Principle of Optimality, we obtain 
the three corresponding recursive equations 
U,(d) = min dGa,<B’(m) (1 -%b,Y urn-1 (l-:b,)+a~l 
0 <d 6 B’(m), m = 2, 3, . . . 
0 <d< B’(n), n = m + 1, m + 2, . . . 
V,(d) = Urn(d)> Odd< B,(m); 
and 
O<d<B’(I),m=f+1,1+2,... 
W,(d) = U,(d), 0 <d< B’(I). 
Proceeding as in Section 2, we extend the problems (46~(48) into the 
corresponding two-parameter problem respectively as 
u,(c, d) = min A(m) (49) 
subject to 
a(m) = c 
and (4), where 0 d d < B’(m); 
u,(c, d) = min A(m) 
subject to 
a(n)=c 
and (6), where 0 B d < B’(n); and 
w,( c, d) = min A(m) (51) 
(50) 
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subject to 
a(l) = c 
and (4), where 0 <d < B’(Z). 
Similarly, we obtain three recursive equations of (49)-( 51), respectively, 
UC, 4 = ,sa$m, [U,~I(C--a,b,,a,)+a~l, 
0 6 d< B’(m), m = 2, 3, . . . 
v,(c, 4 = min U,-1(C-%b,, %h d<a,<BC(n) 
ObddB’(n), n=m+-1, m+2, 
UC, 4 = u,(c, 4, O<d< B’(m); 
and 
w,(c, 4= min h- dc, 4J + a:], d<a,<B(I) 
O<d<B’(l), m=l+l,Z+2, 
WAC, 4 = u,(c, 4 0 < d< B’(l). 
. . . 
. . . 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
In view of the problems (46)-(51), we obtain a straightforward result 
similar to Lemma 1 as follows: 
LEMMA 4. With the notations given above, we have 
1. u,(c, d) = CPU, (l,~)=cwm(;). 
2. u,(c, d) = cpv, (l,f)=cVn(~). 
3. w,(c, d) = cpw, (l+pw~(f). 
As in Section 3, in a completely dual manner, we can readily solve 
Eqs. (52)-(54) as follows. For the purpose of our subsequent sections we 
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present only their final solutions with these straightforward but tedious 
details omitted. 
%n(c, 4 = 
c-db(m-i+2,m) P 1 
(55) 
+ (i-l)dP 
at 
where b(r, t) is given in (19), and 
i@(c) = 
cbqfp m-if1 
C~:~b,Y+b~Ci+,b(m-i+l,m)’ 
1 <i<m; 
‘[ 
c 1 
P 
s(k+ l)+ (k+ l)Bq)l’q ’ 
[ 
c-db(m-k,n) p 
s(k + l)l’S 1 + (k + l)dp, 
[ 
c-db(m-k-1,n) P 
s(k + 2)liq 1 +(k+2)dP, 
u,(c, d) = < . 
[ 
c-db(m-i+ 1,n) 
s( i)‘jy 1 p + idP 
,[ 
c-db(2,n) p 
b, 1 +(m- 1)dP 
1 a4 O<d<&(c) 
d &W<dd&,+,+,(c) 
d d -n n~m+k+2(c)Qd~~-m+k+~(c) 
ci,(c, d) = I 
d c&c) d d< &+ 1(c) 
d &-,(c)<db&c), 
(56) 
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FIG. 2. Indicates the behavior of the functions [ ] = u,-,(c - abn, a) and u,(c, d) (which 
are treated as functions of a and d, respectively). In the figure, a,=&(c), c?, =a;(,), 
B=B,-,, k=k,-,, etc. 
where k and B are given in (44) 
&B = C 84/P 
s(k+l)+BqIPb(m-k,n)’ 
l&c)= 
cbq@ n--i+ I 
s(i)+b$fi+,b(n-i+l,n) 
i = n - m + k + 2, . . . . n; 
and 
at 
w,(c, d) = u,(c, d) + (m - l)dp (57) 
B,(c, d) = d. 
5. INVERSE RELATIONS 
An inverse relation of the main and inverse problems with a single con- 
straint has been successively established by Iwamoto [l&16]. In con- 
junction with an additional ordered constraint an inverse relation turns out 
to be somewhat different. However, it appears that the inverse relation 
restricted to each subinterval still remains valid for the three corresponding 
pairs of the two-parameter problems discussed in Sections 2 and 4. We now 
present them as follows, 
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5.1. Inverse Relation off and u 
Let cy( .) and fy( ‘) denote the inverse functions of dy( .) and @( .), 
respectively; i.e., 
c:(d)=[i+$&]dq l<i<m 
Using this notation, we rewrite the optimal value function f, and u, 
given in (18) and (55) as 
cy(d)dc< co 
f~‘c~d’={f~~)l~~dP~~,P~~i-~)l,~+db(mi+2,m), 
c;(d) 6 c < dy- ,(d) 
and 
u,,,(c, 4 = 
c-db(m-i+2,m) p 1 + (i- l)dP, P:(d) Q c < eye ,(d), 
where 2<i<m. 
Since the mappings 
f,n(.> 4: t-c?+ ,(dh C’(d)1 + CC’+ ,(4, ;T(d)l, 
and 
u,( .T 4: L-C’+ ,(d), T(d)1 + Cc?+ ,(4, c:(d)1 
are bijective, continuous, and strictly increasing together with 
fm(cm(4, d)=CYd), 
u,(Cy(d), d) = c?(d) 
for each d > 0, 1 < i < m, the mappings for each d > 0, m > 1 
frnt.9 4: CCXdX a)+ CC34 00) 
and 
u,( ., 4: L-CXd), ~0 I+ Cc:(d), 00 ) 
yield a homeomorphism. 
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It should be also noted that 
4n(c, 4 = 4xu,(c, d), d), 
4z(c, 4 = %(f,(C, 4, d). 
It is now clear that our solution (optimal value function and optimal 
policy from DP) of the main problem can be uniquely determined by the 
solutions of its inverse problem and vice versa: 
%Jc, 4 = f, ‘(c, 4 at B,(c, d) = az(f;‘(c, d), d) 
or 
fm(c, 4 = u,‘(c, 4 at 43~ d) = &(u;~(c, d), d), 
where f - ‘( ., d) is the inverse of f( ., d) for fixed d, etc. 
5.2. Inverse Relation of g and v 
Let cg(. ), eg(. ), and 2;( .) denote the inverse function of d;( .), a;( .), 
and c?;( .), respectively; i.e., 
, 
s(k+ 1) 
b(m-k,n)+T 
s(i) 
Kn-i+ lb> +bzci+l i=n-m+k+2 ,..., n. 
Using these notations, we again rewrite the optimal value functions g, 
and v, in (44) and (56) as 
g,(c> 4 = 
cllP(s(k + 1) + (k + 1)Bq)1’q, c$(d)<c< 00 
(c-(k+l)dp)l’ps(k+l)l/q+db(m-k,n), 
c-r+ Jd) < c < c;(d) 
(c - idP)“p s(i)“q +db(m-i-l,n), c:+ l(d) < c < cm(d) 
1 CC- (m - l)dp)‘lq b, + db(2, n), c:(d),<cdc;-,(d) 
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and 
bI(c, 4 = 
I (s(k+ 1)+ fk+ 1pp 1 
P 
’ 
c-db(m-k,n) p 
s(k + 1)“Y 1 + (k+ l)dP, 
C-,+k+Ad)<c<t;(d). 
c-db(m-k- 1, n) 1 p s(k+2)‘lY +(k+2)dP, 
^?I 
c,~,+k+3(d)~cC~~_,+k+z(d) 
c-db(m-i+l,n) p 
s(i)‘j4 I 
+ idP, 
t;+ ,(d) 6 cd P:(d) 
c-db(2,n) P 
b, 1 +(m-l)dP, 
t”,(d) 6 c < C;- ,(d). 
Similarly, since the mappings g, and u, are bijective, continuous, and 
strictly increasing on each subinterval together with the corresponding 
endpoints identified, the mappings for each d > 0, n k m 
g,( .T 4: Cc(d), 00) -+ CC(d), cc ) 
and 
yield a homeomorphism with &,(c, d) = a,*(u,(c, d), d) and a,*(~, d) = 
Ug,(c, 4,4. 
Letting g-‘( ., d) be the inverse function of g( ., d) for fixed d, etc. We 
also have 
u,(c, 4 = s, ‘(c, d) at &(c, d)=a,*(g;l(c, d), d) 
or 
gn(c, 4 = u; Yc, d) at a,*(~, d) = &,(u;~(c, d), d). 
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5.3. Inverse Relation of h and w 
In view of the detailed analysis off,,, and u, given above, we evidently 
have 
w,(c, d) = h,‘(c, d) at Li,(c, d) = az(h,‘(c, d), d) 
or 
h,(c, d) = w;l(c, d) at aX(c, d) = ci,(w;‘(c, d), d). 
6. A GENERALIZATION OF THE HOLDER INEQUALITY 
We now summarize the above results into the following theorem and call 
it a parametric extension of the Holder inequality of ordered type. 
THEOREM. Let l<m<n, a,3 ... >a,,,> ... >a,>d>O and b,> ..’ 
ab,,,> ... 2 b, > 0. Then we have the inequalities 
o(n) < g,Mm), 4 
or, equivalently, 
4m) 2 v,(dn), 4; 
and 
o(m) <W(n), 4 
or, equivalently, 
A(n) 2 w,(dm), 4, 
where g,, v,, h,, and w, are specified in (43), (56), (45), and (57), respec- 
tively. 
COROLLARY. With the same assumptions as in the theorem, we have the 
inequality (1) or equivalently 
[ 
0) 1 
P 
n(m)2 (s(k+ l)+(k+ 1)Bq)l’q ’ 
where k and B are specified in (45). 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the preceding sections, we have analyzed our problems exclusively 
for p > 1. However, for p < 1 we can present them in a dual manner by 
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replacing min, max a,>, ... Ba,3d30, etc. with max, min, 
0 < a, < ... 6 a, < d, etc. with little or no modification in the process. 
Consequently, we obtain results identical to those given in Sections 2-6 
with the order of inequalities reversed. In either case, the conditions for the 
equality case of inequalities can be readily provided, but are omitted. 
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